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Men's basketball battles Gonzaga in championship game. See Sports, page 6.

Women's conference discusses issues on feminism
Keynote speaker Amy Richards discusses women's expected social roles
bit Jeannine Abusharkh
-

News Editor

Saturday afternoon Saint
Mary's College hosted the fourth
annual Wo/men's Conference.
This year the Women's Resource
Center expanded their conference
Bay Area wide and welcomed 120
participants. The morning of the
conference began with keynote
speaker Amy Richards who is
a feminist writer, activist, and
co-founder of The Third Wave
Foundation. She was welcomed
once again to the Saint Mary's
community and promptly began
her speech.
Richards has done feminist
work for twenty years but has
been frustrated because she
doesn't know if much has actually
changed for women. She wonders
if changes have really been made
when women are still denied
jobs, discriminated against, and
sexually assaulted. She looks to
find what else feminists can do
to make real change and enforce
the changes that have been made
politically and socially. Richards
questions whether or not laws

like Title Nine are actually being
fully implemented, and believes
that women should actualize laws
that have been created years ago.
Richards said that, "What we
want politically is not always
what we want personally."She
expanded on the importance of
female leadership today and is uncertain whether women are being
the people they are supposed to
be. She mentioned a study done
by feminist writer Betty Friedan,
author of Feminine Mystique, who
did a study at her fifteen-year
reunion of her all girls' college
in the 50s. She surveyed her
classmates about their careers
and personal lives. Years later, at
Richards' fifteenth reunion from
her women's college, she did the
same study and found that a lot of
the answers from her classmates
were similar to her original study
from the 1950s. After noting the
results, Richards paused for a moment and reflected on how much
has actually changed for females
in society. She said, "instead of
leaving social roles, we create one
social role of either being a good

woman or a good feminist; thus,
women feel they have failed."
Another thing she noted about female social roles is that the most
influential female role models
are always celebrities. When we
talk about strong women, we usually bring up people like Oprah,
Hillary Clinton, and even Meryl
Streep. This results in women
feeling they haven't achieved
anything because they haven't
become the next Oprah by the
age of thirty. Men, on the other
hand, happen to value all sorts of
real-life models.
Richards said that many women choose their children over
their jobs and that it's not that
they are opting out but that they
believe staying home offers more
flexibility. "These kind of actions
percolate out to the world that
feminism failed because women
just want to stay at home with
children and that's sad," she said.
" I want to know why women
decide to back away."
She then continued on to define feminism. When she first
started participating in the femi-
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nist movement, she believed the
definition of feminism to be
the literal definition: the movement of women for rights on
the grounds of political, social,
and economic equality to men.
It wasn't until college that she
realized that feminism really is
having access to information
and more choices regardless of
what actual decision you make.
Along with understanding what
feminism really was, she began
exploring why a certain status is
valued more than another. She
asked, "Why do we need to go to
certain colleges? Why are people
with money valued more in society?" She added, "As much as we
ask for political change we need
to enforce it."
Women want to be successful, but at a certain point they
stop because they want their
life balanced. Richards went to
Barnard U nniversity and found
that it's not that women and men
make different decisions in the
workplace, but that women think

see
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Santa Clara University professor
Diana Gibson explained the role
and significance of female figures in
the Bible in a lecture on Wednesday
evening. The lecture was part of
the Theology & Religious Studies
Department Bible Speaker Series,
which brings at least three speakers
per semester to speak about various
biblical topics. The series is designed
to enhance the required course "The
Bible and Its Interpretation."
Gibson began by explaining the
significance of learning about women and the Bible, and why they are so
often overlooked. "They have been
misplaced. They've been forgotten."
She argued that the Bible was written by man but inspired by God. It
was, therefore, written from a male
perspective in a highly patriarchal
society. "The fact that there is any
mention of women at all, even if they
are mentioned almost in passing, is
very impressive. It means that these
women w~el(tremely imp_m:rant
and had a huge impact," she said.
The first example Gibson outlined
was the story of Hagar. She called up
six volunteers (all women, coincidentally) and gave them a script to read.
They acted out the story, with Gibson
interjecting commentary and further
explanation as necessary.
In the story, when Abram and
Sarai cannot conceive a child, Sarai
offers her slave Hagar to Abram to
bear Sarai's child. Abram accepts and
impregnates Hagar. There is no mention what so ever of Hagar's feelings
about this, and at no point did they
ask for her consent.
Several audience members called
this rape, but this conclusion caused
some controversy. It deeply offended another grown male audience member. He adamantly argued
that "Hagar was not raped," and
ultimately marched out of the room.
After this incident, Gibson and
the actors continue on with the
story. After Sarai becomes angry and
regrets having Abram impregnate
Hagar, Hagar runs away. This is the
first action she ever takes of her own
will. She makes it to water and almost
back to her homeland, but an Angel
of God speaks to her. The Angel tells
her to go back to Abram and Sarai
and give them the child, who will be
named Ishmael. In return, she will
have great and powerful descendants.
She also names God, thus becoming
the first theologian of the Bible.
As the story continues, Hagar
is never consulted and her welfare
is never considered. Abram and

see BIBLE, p3
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A Tribute to Women of African American Descent celebrated
Black History Month with a luncheon and panel discussion.

WOMEN: Feminists must change social roles
continued from

a e1

about their decisions, weigh out
their options, and take things
into consideration, while men
work faster, make decisions more
quickly and are often valued more
than women. Over the years, she
has learned that it is not good
for women to think that they are
limited biologically. She believes
that, "Women end up being criticized because they take up space"
in a man's world.
Richards gave an example of
the problems in the last presidential election where we had
two women: one that was too
masculine (Hillary Clinton), and
one that was too feminine (Sarah
Palin) . People were critical of
Clinton because her persona was
much more threatening, while
they were critical of Sarah Palin
for giving women a bad rap. Feminists have the task of diminishing

or inquire about a subscription, call
Thi' Colleg1a11's Busmess Department

at 925 .6314279 orvisit www.smccollegian.com/ advertising.

these expectations for female role
models and bringing about the realization that real strong women

shouldn't be criticized for being
too much of this or that but that

they should be valued for coming
so far and achieving so much.
One of Richards' closing remarks
was, "You have to believe in
[cause] if you want to have
change, if you want things to
be better."
After a question-and-answer
session, the conference continued for the rest of the day.
It included three workshops
discussing a range of topics
such as women's activism,
social change and health care
reform. An opportunities fair
and a trip to the Saint Mary's
Museum of Art to view the
present exhibit, The Veil: Visible and Invisible Spaces were
also included. The Wo/men's
Conference addressed a spectrum of issues and advocated
female leadership and social
change.

see EDITORIAL, p3

Crime Beat 2124/12
11:00 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Underage possession
and consumption of alcohol in a
public area; referred to Community Life.
2125112
1:44a.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Noise violation in
Guerrieri West; referred to Community Life.

members. Other opinions expressed
are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, it. contributors and/or ad·
wrtisers. To place an advertisement

ast week, The Collegian received a Letter to the Editor
describing unfortunate behavior at
previous Saint Mary's basketball
games. The letter, written by a peer,
described other students shouting
foul and demeaning language at
a player on the opposing team.
Civility issues such as this one are
unfortunate, and sadly, they occur
outside of basketball games as well.
As students, we are essentially
ambassadors of Saint Mary's at
all times. When we run off to do
various activities in surrounding
areas, identifying ourselves as Saint
Mary's students, people associate
us with the College; the way we act,
speak and behave, then, reflects on
our institution.
That is not to say that we must
act unlike ourselves or conform to
a certain expectation. However, we
should be careful to conduct ourselves with dignity and treat both
ourselves and others with respect.
We should be doing these things
anyway, not just as students, but as
responsible adults.
There is a sense of entitlement
among some of us to which no
one would like to admit, and I'm
not even sure where it came from.
We expect the best and no less, and
there is nothing wrong with having
high expectations. But we are adults
- if something goes wrong, we
should be patient and diplomatic,
not rude or intolerant.
Students need to understand that

L

2125112
2:00 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Noise violation in
Beckett Hall; referred to Community Life.
2126112
12:20 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Noise violation in
Thille Hall; referred to Commu-

nity Life.

parking lot; suspended.

2126112
5:36 p.m.
Incident: Information.
Synopsis: illegal dumping on
land behind soccer field; suspended.

2128112
9:45 a.m.
Incident: Medical assist.
Synopsis: Student transported to
John Muir Hospital; referred to
Health and Wellness, Counseling
Center and Community Life.

12:26 a.m.
2127112
Incident: Damage to College
property and suspicious circumstances.
Synopsis: Broken door and lock
inside CaTs trailer, referred to
CaTs and Facilities Services.
2127112
8:00 p.m.
Incident: Information.
Synopsis: Defacing vehicle-no
damage in Justin Hall parking area; referred to Dean of
Students.
2128112
1:00 p.m.
Incident: Hit and run.
Synopsis: Damage to left rear
panel and bumper in Lacrosse

2128112
5: 11 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Vehicle was keyed near
Filippi Hall; suspended.

Hall; referred to Community
Life.
2129/12
4:16 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Damaged "Stations of
the Cross" crosses and posters;
referred to Dean of Students.
3/1/12
10:59 p.m.
Incident: Intoxicated student
transported to Kaiser; referred to
Community Life and Health &
Wellness.

2128112
6:33 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation and vandalism.
Synopsis: Students in possession
of Airsoft guns caused damage to
blinds in Aquinas Hall; referred
to Community Life.

3/1/12
12:02 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Noise violation in
Ageno A; referred to Community
Life.

2128112
10:45 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Possession of Marijuana and paraphernalia in Aquinas

3/1/12
7:26 a.m.
Incident: Information.
Synopsis: Missing iPhone 4
in De La Salle Hall; referred to
Community Life.
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Conversations about safe sex absent on campus I EDITORIAL:A call
Paul Giurlanda addresses lack of attention surrounding STD testing

for campus civility
continued from page 2

bV Rebecca laird
Staff Writer

As a sexual being, former Catholic, and current senior at Saint
Mary's College, the notion that
the health center offered the tests
fundamental for safer sex was
not necessarily unthinkable, but
unbelievable. Only after calling
the Health and Wellness Center
to see if I could schedule an appointment did I ~elieve it.
All students have a right and
option on campus to get tested
regularly. The fact that there has
been a failure to recognize this
led to an interview with Paul Giurlanda whose courses deal with
sexuality and spirituality. The
interview was conducted to attain
greater understanding of the lack
of attention and consult available
to students.
Giurlanda began teaching at
Saint Mary's in 1978 as a Christian Brother. Although he has
since left the Brotherhood, he

remains as the Chair of the Theology and Religious Studies department.
When asked about Catholic
teaching in regard to STD testing,
he responded, "They might feel
that there is no need to comment.
Probably in the Church's view,
making testing a talked about issue
would obscure the clear teaching
of abstaining from sex before
marriage. The Church is almost
exclusively focused on prevention.
'Don't do this', not, 'Now that
I've done it, what do I do?' It is a
failure of leaders in the Catholic
Church to reach out and show
compassion to those suffering".
Being that Saint Mary's is a
Catholic college there is obvious
reasoning as to why conversations
such as safe sex awareness and
testing are rarely discussed. Giurlanda himself has never noticed
any attempts at raising awareness.
The College would perhaps rather
not talk about it.
One step to effecting change

BIBLE: Lecture on strong females
continued from page 1
court. The king sends for the queen,
and wants her to come back wearing her crown. Whether she should
be only wearing the crown is not
specified, but is still highly suspicious.
He wants to show off her beauty in
front of all the other werful men at
his party. The
queen refuses
to go.
This causes
a great uproar, and all
the men are
terrified that
this will lead
other women
to act defiantly and not
listen to their
husbands. The
king banishes
Max Crowell COLLEGIAN Queen Vashti,
and rules that
despair while Ishmael waits quietly. all men, everywhere, have power
The Angel returns, saying God has over their women and must be the
heard the cries of Ishmael. It was "master in his own household."
Gibson believes that, although
Hagar who was despairing over her
and Ishmael's futures. Yet, God was the story is very short and Vashti is
concerned for Ishmael's wellbeing, only briefly mentioned, the story is
not hers. Over and over again, Hagar incredibly important and represents
is taken advantage of but never really a much larger issue. "Although
Vashti's story is very relevant to
looked after.
After the story, Gibson asked the women and women's empoweraudience, "Who are the Hagars that ment, it can be extended much farwe know today?" The list, made by ther than that. She stood up for what
both her and the audience, included she believed in and refused to do
the homeless, exploited people, something she was uncomfortable
undocumented people, domestic with and faced huge consequences
workers, and all kinds of survivors. because of it."
She then gave several real-world
"There are so many people who have
serious needs but no one ever listens examples of women banding togethto them. Think about this when you er to achieve their goals. Throughout
the world, groups of women have
leave today,'' she said.
The next example of women decided to abstain from having sex
in the Bible that Gibson gave was with their husbands and boyfriends
Queen Vashti, the first wife of King until peace or some other goal is
Ahaseurus (who later wed the better achieved. "They are modem day
known woman of the Bible: Esther). Vashtis,'' Gibson said.
Gibson then took questions and
The very powerful king has an extravagant party that lasts 180 days. explained that there are many cases
He decides to extend the festivities of women in the Bible doing great
by one week, and allows the queen deeds, but sometimes it is difficult
to have her own, albeit much smaller, to find them and see what is really
party with the other women of the going on.

Sarai (now Abraham and Sarah)
have another child, and eventually
the issue of inheritance arises. This

and bringing awareness to students having sex is to talk about it. they are the face of Saint Mary's
Giurlanda suggests that, without College. Like it or not, we are not
doing the impossible, like pressing relieved of this responsibility when
the administration to go against we leave campus. Students who
Catholic teaching, there is a mid- act rudely or disrespectful to the
dle ground.If students are having surrounding community thus hurt
sex, they need to think seriously the College.
about what this means and know
I know that emotions are somethey have the right to get tested times hard to control. Having a nice
without criticism.
evening out with friends thrown off
Asking questions is one way by an unexpected inconvenience
of becoming aware; talking and is upsetting. And while we are all
sharing are necessary counter entitled to our opinions, we are
parts. You can get tested. Sexually not entitled to incivility. Making a
active students have an obligation scene at a restaurant or mistreating
to get tested. While asking friends a public space is never acceptable.
and students, at will, if they knew Are we not embarrassed when our
testing was offered at the Health tactless actions are observed?
and Wellness Center for free, not
So, I urge you, fellow students:
a single one had any idea.
Go out and enjoy yourselves. ExIn conclusion, protect each pect the best. But when something
other. That is the morally correct doesn't quite go your way, be senand Catholic approved message sible. Express your dissatisfaction
of getting tested. Go forth, loving tastefully. Respect your college, but
and giving, but know that some- most of all respect yourselves. No one
times what you give is anything · wants to be known as the "brats"
but charity.
from Saint Mary's.

Comedian visits to discuss
how limitations fuel creativity
bV Jeannine Abusharkh
News Editor

Playwright, comic and singer
Oded Gross of the Oregon Shake:
speare Festival visited Saint Mary's
College on Wednesday for a lecture
entitled "On Comedy." Performing
Arts Professor Reid Davis warmly
introduced him. Gross started his
presentation by saying how he personally sometimes struggles with
identifying how he creates comedy.

creative is getting started. The creative process is the evolution of an
idea, like an upside down pyramid
ideas build onto one another."
When writing plays, he "invests
strong limitations on characters"
to create a vivid story. In stand-up
comedy, Gross said that comedians
often filter their jokes with a comic
persona to limit the point of view
of the joke. He stated, "The persona
you put on is critical in your comedy" because "Its not what you say

Campus
Calendar
Graduation Fair

Tuesday, Match 6
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Brother Dominic
Berardelli
x4183

Meditation with Brother
Cam.illus

Tuesday, March 6
Wednesday, March 7
11 :00 a.m. - 12:20 p.m.
Main Chapel
Contact Joanne Angerame
x4366

Movie Night
Tuesday, March 6
9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704

State of the College
Wednesday, March 7
12:40 p.m. -2:10 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Barbara Smith

x4203
Coffeehouse

Wednesday, March 7
8:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
• "n

-L

_,..

•

x4704

B1oocl Drive
Thursday, March 8
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Carol Graham
x4842
Dance
Friday, March 9

9:00 p.m. ~ 11 :00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704

Courtesy of watchmojo.com

In addition to making people laugh
he likes to play music, so in between
his lecture he performed some musical comedy. His songs were funny
and self-deprecating which kept the
audience laughing.
In spite of Gross' limitations
such as never having official musical
training he is still able to entertain
audiences. He named his lecture
"Creating Comedy through Limitation" because realizing one's limitations is a big part of his comedy.
He believes it's the obstacles
that fuel creativity. When under
stressful situations he is forced to
be creative. Gross believes, "Great
comedy is built from the parameters. With simple limitations we
can create anything we want" .
He gives an example from improv
where actors must think on their
feet to create a story. Gross says,
"The hardest thing to do in being

its how you say it." When performing standup, he comes from a place
of innocence and naivety. He goes
on to say that, "Every comic figure,
whether stand-up or sitcom, have
some limitations." Gross himself
had problems getting started on his
lecture and the only way he saw to
address his challenge was to add
limitations to his speech like mentioning Steven Spielberg, purposely
saying idioms incorrectly, and being
self-deprecating.
He concluded his lecture with a
story of Michelangelo. In 1501 he
had to carve a block of marble that
had defects on it. He worked with
what he had, flaws and all and after
years of painstaking work Michelangelo created the David from the
imperfect marble. Gross reminds
himself that even with limitations
one can create a masterpiece.

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
IE-mail us with the details of you~
event at:
collegia@strnarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Sof'T)~ but due to space
limitations we cannot list
individual club meetings.

J
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Bill quietly Why can't I find parking on campus?
ends right College is acting irresponsibly, needs to shiff priorities
bv Katie Poner
to protest
bv Anthonv Goni
P
B
Opinion Editor

Chief Copy Editor

ack in September, the President of Iran, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, visited Columbia University in New York. During his speech,
Mr. Ahmadinejad commented on
the Holocaust, basically saying that
it was an event that should be looked
at as a theory instead of a hard fact:
that millions of Jews were killed.
He mentioned doing what he called
more research in investigating the
Holocaust. Mr. Ahmadinejad also
stated that, "In Iran, we don't have
homosexuals, like in your country."
Such controversial statements from
an already disliked leader drew a
massive crowd of protesters who
believed that Columbia University
shouldn't even have invited him to
speak on campus. However, the right
to protest has recently been changed
- some would say even taken away.
The sneakily named Federal Restricted Buildings and Grounds
Improvement Act of 2011 has nothing to do with restoring government buildings. Instead, it is about
keeping pesky protesters away from
government officials and off of "restricted grounds." A part of the bill
is actually fairly standard but broad
saying that whoever "knowingly,
and with intent to impede or disrupt
the orderly conduct of Government
business or official functions, engages
in disorderly or disruptive conduct
in, or within such proximity to, any
restricted building or grounds when,
or so that, such conduct, in fact, impedes or disrupts the orderly conduct
of Government business or official
functions ... will be punished."
This bill does not state that people
can't protest, but it does severely limit
the rights of protestation. The main
point of the bill is that restricted
areas have been further defined and
expanded to the White House and
the Vice President's office. In the past
these buildings were protected under
local law, not federal or state since
Washington D.C. is anomalous in
its sovereignty. Now it is a federal offense to protest in front of the White
House, thanks to the broad language
of the bill, which states that conduct
need be merely "disruptive" to fine
people under this law.
The most frustrating part about
this bill is that the law extends to
grounds where a person is under
the protection of the Secret Service.
This means that the protests outside
of Columbia University would now
be illegal, as the Secret Service does
not just protect the President of the
United States, but also visiting foreign dignitaries. Thus, future protests
of visiting foreign leaders will be illegal if they occur anywhere near the
visiting ruler and his Secret Service
entourage. Punishment for violating
what is being called the "Trespass
Bill" is up to ten years in prison and
a hefty fine. Though it will hopefully
be repealed soon, this Orwellian assault on the right to protest is frankly
terrifying. In the wake of the Arab
Spring, this bill does not inspire much
confidence in our government.

arking is a problem on
this campus. Everyone has
heard the complaints about not
being able to find a spot, being
late to class because of the lack of
parking, or getting a parking ticket
because that was the only available spot. It's become ridiculous.
Now, finding parking on campus hasn't always been this bad. I
lived off campus last year, and I
was always able to find a spot in
the commuter lot. But when this
year started, it suddenly became
impossible to find a space on
campus. If you're like me and
curious to a fault, you began to
wonder what changed. The answer is the size of the sophomore
class. The class of 2014 is the
largest class ever to come to Saint
Mary's, which is great. It means
that our college is gaining more
prestige and is able to attract more
students.
However, the rising class size

has created a lot of problems at
Saint Mary's. It started during the
2008-2009 school year, the class
of 2012's freshman year. Back
then, we were Saint Mary's largest class ever. That was also the
first year they converted freshman
dorm doubles into triples. Except
instead of almost every double
being converted, as they currently are, it was only the rooms
in Augustine. I remember a lot of
parents and students being pissed
about that one dorm being converted into triples. It's only gotten
worse. With the rising class size
and mandatory on-campus living
for freshmen, there are now more
people living on campus than we
have dorms available for, and the
school has reacted by packing
them in like sardines. I thought
the situation was ridiculous back
when I was a freshman. I can't
imagine what it's like now.
But how does this relate to
parking? Well, as most students
are aware, the school only guarantees housing through sophomore

year. After that, it's the lottery circus and only so many juniors and
seniors get to live on campus. It
used to be that, in addition to living in the upper and lower townhouses, there wouldn't be enough
sophomores to completely fill up
the sophomore dorms, so there
would be a lot of empty rooms
that juniors and seniors could
fill. Sure it isn't as glamorous as
the townhouses, but at least it's a
room on campus. But this year,
the sophomore class is huge. That
means the sophomore dorms are
close to full, which means there
are less juniors and seniors living
on campus. This means that there
are more commuter students this
year than ever before, and the
current parking situation can't
handle them.
So what is the school doing
to fix this? The problem of overpopulation isn't new. The school
has known about it for four years.
And how have they reacted? By
building a new sports complex.
Now, don't get me wrong. A new

sports building is cool, but students can't find parking and the
freshmen dorms can't hold all the
freshmen. Oh, and on top of it all,
we desperately need a new library.
The school's lack of action to
fix this problem is completely
irresponsible. We pay a lot of
money to go to this college, and
all I want is a place to park my
car so I won't be late to class.
Stop spending my money on a
sports building, and build a parking garage or a bigger freshman
dorm. I know that sports reign
supreme at this school, but this
is ridiculous. We are a small college with limited land space; don't
waste it building a completely superfluous building. Saint Mary's
current infrastructure cannot
support the number of students
who go here, and if the school
wants to continue expanding
they must fix this problem. It is
their responsibility to make sure
students are given the basic things
they need, and right now they're
failing miserably.

Motives of intelligence company questioned
Wikileaks post Stratfor emails, open up privacy ethics debate
bv Rebecca Laird
Staff Writer

he Texas-based global intelligence company Stratfor is one of the many large
corporations providing private
intelligence services to corporate
clients and government agencies
such as the US Department of
Homeland Security, the Marines, and the US Defense Intelligence Agency. On February
27, the ethics of publishing information allegedly stolen from
Stratfor became a catalyst of a
severe debate. Founder and CEO
of the company, George Friedman, labeled the hacking of over
five million internal Stratfor
messages by the activist group
Anonymous and published by
the anti-secrecy group WikileThe opening web page of
aks, "a deplorable, unfortunate - Wikileaks' The G/oballntelligence
and illegal - breach of privacy." Files directs you first to a series
According to Wikileaks, the of emails analyzing the Occupy
emails show "Stratfor's web of Wall Street movement. They
informers, pay-off structure, . give evidence of whose interests
payment laundering techniques are invested in understanding,
and psychological methods." documenting, and countering
In Friedman's response to the Occupy efforts.
Wikileaks publication, he promIn my own observations at Ocised the company was com- cupy Cal and Occupy Oakland, I
mitted to maintaining profes- have witnessed an undertone of
sional and ethical standards. fear and caution which have bubIn response to the recent de- bled up in different committees
velopments, journalist Michael like the Tactical Action CommitHasting wrote in a Rolling Stones tee. For those still devoted to the
article that, "it does provide for organization and mobilization
another fascinating expose of of Occupy there is an awareness
the types of organizations that and reality that they are being
are becoming ever more profit- watched. Those most involved
able and powerful: intelligence ·have 'unplugged' from social
firms that blur the lines between networking sites, stopped cell
private and government work." phone usage, and have made a
As the legal divide between sincere effort to avoid being reprivate and public information corded by Berkeley and Oakland
merges, the ·occupy movement police as 'Occupiers.' Awareserves as an important example. ness and suspicion of informants

T

infiltrating on behalf of the
police, government agencies,
or private intelligence security
corporations like Stratfor have
influenced a hush tone about
how many proceed in conversations about Occupy.
Thomas Ryan, a managing
partner at the New York-based
security consultancy Provide
Security, is one such informant
making national news as the
"Occupy Wall Street snitch."
Ryan has since received much
contempt for his anti-OWS
emergence, including the passing on of OWS email lists to
the FBI and NYPD. He was
quoted saying, "What needs to
be brought to people's attention
is that this isn't about politics
-- Its a social game." This game
is the result of a fraudulent and
fractured system that the Occupy movement is responding to.
There is no doubt that the intricate web of social relations and

hierarchy, from the blue collar
workers to Government agency
CEOs like Friedman, corrupts
political agendas.
If Stratfor is pulling into its
geopolitical analysis the values of professional and ethical
conduct, then what exactly are
the ethics employed in who it
chooses to provide for and how it
proceeds to produce and publish
independent analysis of international and domestic affairs?
In Friedman's response to The
Global Intelligence Files release,
he evaluated that "Stratfor is a
subscription-based provider ...
Individual and corporate subscribers gain a thorough understanding of international affairs,
including what's happening, why
it's happening, and what will
happen next." All of these are
reasonable questions, but the
question still remains: for whose
political or financial gain and at
what cost to personal privacies?
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OPiN"ioN
NOAA paves way for national repression Pipeline
Welcome, citizens, to the United Police States of America nightmare
bv Jacob Fulton
Contributing Writer

1\..TDAA is the biggest threat to
l. ~ civil liberties ever seen in our
country. "Yes, the worst things you
may have heard about the National
Defense Authorization Act, which
has formally ended 254 years of
democracy in the United States of
America, and driven a stake through
the heart of the bill of rights, are all
really true," says Naomi Wolf, of the
Guardian. The NDAA states that
"The President [may] use all necessary and appropriate force pursuant
to the Authorization for Use of
Military Force [which] includes the
authority for the Armed Forces of
the United States to detain covered
persons."
Now, the question you should
be asking is: What is a "covered

person?" You have been told by
mass media that this applies solely
to terrorists. The problem is that
terrorists are not only described as
those associated with Al-Qaeda; the
term is broadened in the bill by saying
that a covered person can be anyone
"engaged in hostilities against the
United States or its coalition partners,
including any person who has committed a belligerent act or has directly
supported such hostilities in aid of
such enemy forces."
What immediately comes to mind
reading this is the Red Scare, where
anyone accused of being a Communist found themselves in such a
situation. It is not a crime to be a
Communist and is in fact our right
as Americans. The problem with
the lack of specificity in this excerpt
is that anyone who voices dissent
against the government may be con-

sidered a "covered person."
This is a system where suspicion is
equal to condemnation. The NDAA
allows the government to remove
terrorists to Guantanamo and even
decide upon corporal punishment
without a fair trial. This law directly
infringes upon your fifth, sixth, and
seventh amendment rights. The bill
then states arrested persons may be
held "until the end of hostilities." The
problem with this is twofold. First, it
implies complete eradication of the
Taliban and Al-Qaeda for the end of
"hostilities" - a near impossibility.
Second, this section can be waived by
the President, allowing the indefinite
detention of anyone.
The enactment of this bill displays
the unwillingness of Americans to
educate themselves, the power of
mass media to distort, and the growing power of our government. And

now, with the "Trespass Bill" being
passed by the House, our right to
use our freedom of speech to protest
these blatant violations of our rights
is gone.
These laws are just precursors to a
state intent on controlling its citizens.
All of these actions together form a
picture that is scarily similar to any
totalitarian state in the past, such as
Stalinist Russia and Nazi Germany.
Using the fear of terrorists, the
government is harshly and deliberately turning itself into a totalitarian
state, especially with bills like SOPA
continually finding their way into
our government. Now is the time
to educate ourselves. Know that oppressive regimes are not forced upon
people, but accepted by them. Want
to know more? Use the Internet and
steer clear of mass media. They are
'lying to you. Occupy.
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for nature
bv Sara Desantis
Assistant Opinion Editor

I

n January, President Obama
denied the pipeline company
TransCanada's proposition to build
the Keystone XL pipeline that would
transport up to 700,000 barrels of
oil per day from the Canadian Tar
Sands to Gulf Coast refineries. Even
though their plans were shot down,
the Canadian company is working
on a new proposal. Meanwhile, in
the United States, two factions are
divided over whether or not to build
the pipeline. The arguments raised
vary from the jobs crisis, gas prices,
and the environment, but one thing
is for certain - both sides are determined to win.
Supporters of the pipeline argue
that this will decrease our dependence on foreign oil. But if we are
really seeking independence in our
energy consumption, then relying
on TransCanada is not the right
way to go - they are only a pipeline
company, not an oil company, and in
the end it is the oil companies who
decide where to send the product.
And though the creation of jobs
would be beneficial, keep in mind
that they would not be long-term.
But you know what actually is longterm? The environmental damage
that will be caused by the approval
to build the Keystone XL pipeline.
The environmental threat of this
pipeline is twofold.
The original course of the pipeline
was made so that it went through
the fragile Sandhills of Nebraska
that lie on top of one of America's
largest aquifers. Oil from the Tar
Sands is thicker, which means that
chemicals would have to be added
to make it move down the pipeline.
No one is sure wht those chemicals
are exactly, as TransCanada has been
suspiciously covert. One thing is for
certain, those chemicals should not
be running through an aquifer. Luckily, that course was denied by the
President. However, no matter what
course the pipeline takes, any leakage
in the line would be environmentally
catastrophic.
Harvesting the oil from the Tar
Sands is a disaster by itself. In order
to get crude oil from the sands, the
area needs to be heated, and scientists
estimate the process produces up to
eighty percent more atmospheric
carbon than traditional drilling.
The world will not spontaneously
die as a result of mining the oil from
the Tar Sands. However, be assured
that authorizing the pipeline will
increase our carbon pollution output,
and thereby quicken the eventual end
of the Earth. Fact of the matter is,
we're already polluting, and mining
the oil is only going to make it so
much worse.
Independence from foreign oil
is great, but why can't we gain that
independence through renewable
energy? Thousands of jobs can be
made to construct and regulate wind
turbines, solar, and hydroelectric
power as well. The problem with
America is that we are far too focused
on oil, and eventually there will be no
more left. And, unfortunately, that
time is going to be here soon.
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KSMC's Bay Area Concert Guide: March 6-10
bJ Corev Fedor
Assistant Copy Editor

March 6-Andrew W.K. @ The
Regency Balhoom
What started out as a titanic artschool prank has ended up being
taken quite seriously as WK. has
brandished himself as the king of
chant-along pop-metal anthems.
Supporting this chaotic act are his
hyper-frenzied live shows. WK.
will sometimes ask the mosh-pit to
run in a figure-8, split the concert
hall in half and ask both sides to
charge one another and straight up
tell security to let kids surge onstage.
Expect an all-out great time.
March 6-Lecherous Gaze@
Hemlock Tavern
Lecherous Gaze delivers thundering, accelerated hard rock that
I have heard described as "Molly
Hatchet drunk on cider, playing
Blitz covers and fronted by Joey

Ramone." They are an ode to Hendrix-style 70s psych-guitar mixed
over the rawness of Chuck Berry
and the fierceness of Black Flag,
really blurring the lines between
punk rock and psychedelic. When
I saw them, the lead singer ran up
to my table, which was holding six
beers at the time, and flipped it over
without hesitation demanding that
I start dancing.
March 6-Trevor Hall @ The
New Parish Music Hall
Influenced by the likes of Ben
Harper, Bob Marley and Jack Johnson, Hall exhibits his ability to write
songs about life, love, community,
and all that good hippie stuff, set
over pop/rock reggae beats creating something that should appeal
to most white people. I think all of
his songs sound the same, and if
nothing else, the dude is really good
looking so enjoy that at the show.

March 6-Thee Oh Sees@ The
Independent
Thee Oh Sees are a refreshingly
weird slab of hallucinogenic psychpop; their album Carrion Crawler/
The Dream is a headphones record
for the arty garage-rock worshippers. Squawking saxophone, zigzagging surf-guitar jams and kaleidoscopic woodwind arrangements
shouldn't fool you - the band has
taken ·its wildly cacophonous and
set list-free live show to must-see
status, turning music venues populated by arm-folding spectators into
anarchic riot scenes.
March 7-Mobb Deep@ The
New Parish Music Hall
Dark, murky and dangerous
Queens, New York, gangsta' rap.
Mobb Deep had their hay-day in the
early 90s and brief revival with GU nit in the early 2000s. This show
is "for all the killers and the hundred

dollar billers." (See "Shook Ones")
March 8-Bela Fleck & The
Flecktones @ The Warfield
There are some who say he's the
premiere banjo player in the entire
world. A dazzling multifaceted
performer, Fleck investigates an experimental form of chamber music
consisting of classical, jazz, afro,
Indian and most heavily bluegrass.
March 8-The Punch Brothers@
The Fillmore
This merry band of bluegrass-folk
virtuosos, put down foot-stompin',
breakneck, off kilter, pop songs.
Despite their knack for wonderfully
intricate musical arrangements, the
real deal-sealer is Chris Thile's heart
sweating lyrical content.
March 9-Railroad Earth @The

Fillmore
A jam band, whose live shows
are based on pure improvisation.
Railroad Earth is an amplified string
band with a percussion section, self
dubbed as "country and eastern."
March IO-Flogging Molly @
The Fox Theater
Flogging Molly is a 7- piece band
born in California in the late 90's.
They pull punk and folk closer to
each together. Using instruments
such as spoons, accordions, mandolins, and banjos.
March IO-Drake @ San Jose
State Event Center Arena
Hip-hop has maybe never produced a guy like this, with a Jay-Z
ego and a Charlie Brown soul.
Drake stretches out over austerely
plush tracks that blur hip-hop, R&B
and downtempo dance music.

SMC Meme of the Week

Kokkari offers tasty Greek options
Popular restaurant offers cozy atmosphere, extensive menu
bv Jeannine Abusharkh

modate my needs, but the waitress
was very helpful and asked the chef
if my dish could be made special.
Kokkari Estiatorio
Before our entrees arrived, my
200 Jackson Street
table split a few hors d'oeuvres.
San Francisco, CA 94111
We started with grilled asparagus
(415) 981-0983
drizzled with olive oil and topped
with feta and dill, followed by dolLast Sunday evening my fam- mas, which are grape leaves stuffed
ily got together in San Francisco with rice. We also shared a fresh
for dinner at acclaimed Greek Greek salad with a dash of oregano
restaurant Kokkari. I had never and a touch of vinaigrette. The
dined there before, but my broth- salad had thick chunks of tomaers go there frequently and so I toes and cucumber, colossal olives,
was excited to finally try the food . and generous slices of feta cheese.
they'd been raving about. We made We also tried the citrus and date
reservations for a late supper since salad, which had blood oranges
the place is always packed full of and grapefruit. This salad was like
businessmen and foodies.
nothing I've ever tried before, since
Upon entering, my family and I the slices of citrus were sprinkled
were warmly invited into the dimly with cinnamon, a spice I would
lit restaurant. We were promptly have never expected. The appetizseated towards the back of the ers were tasty, but I paced myself
two-story restaurant at a cozy table in preparation for the main course.
for four. The menu had so much
Our main courses arrived steamto choose from and the friendly ing. The waiter brought my lamb
waitress read the specials to us. The kebabs straight from the grill and
descriptions of the dishes made my slid the meat right off the skewers.
mouth water and I couldn't wait to My dish, called Arnisio Souvlaki,
try the entrees. Looking over the was served medium as asked, with
menu I decided to try one of the grilled tomatoes and a side of roastseveral lamb dishes offered. With ed potatoes and tzatziki. I loved
my dietary restrictions it's hard to the lamb, which was extremely
find a restaurant that can accom- flavorful even thou I asked for it
News Editor

------

to be made without salt. My family
was also pleased with their dinner, except my mom who ordered
Moussaka, a traditional casserole
of ground lamb and eggplant. My
brothers and I tried her authentic
Greek fare and thought it was warm
and hearty. The lamb is a must,
though if you are a vegetarian there
are still plenty of options.
We ended our charming dinner with dessert. I couldn't decide
which to try among the dozen
or so options, but we eventually
decided on the rice pudding on the
recommendation of our waitress. I
was never really a fan of pudding,
especially rice pudding, but this dessert was different- it may have been
one of my favorite things I tried. It
was sweet, but not overwhelming,
and was topped with dried fruit
compote and a drizzle of honey.
I thoroughly enjoyed my Sunday
dinner at Kokkari Estiatorio and I
give it four and a.half stars.
For authentic Greek cuisine in
the scenic financial district of San
Francisco, visit Kokkari Estiatorio
and you will not leave hungry.
Warning to all the broke college
students: this place is pretty pricey
so make sure you take your parents
here when the)' come to visit.
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Lacrosse beats Detroit Mercy, falls to San Diego
Women head to Denver next week to face Denver, Marist, Quinnipiac
bv Krvsta Worthen
Staff Writer

The Lady Gaels played two
games in San Diego this weekend, splitting the games with one
loss to San Diego State, 11-10
and a win against Detroit Mercy
with the same score, 11-10.
In Friday's game against San
Diego State, Amanda Cross who
had two goals and two assists
led the Gaels. Cross' offensive
efforts were supported by Krista
Morgan and Rachel Minarovich,
who each had two goals, as well
as Mariah Walk, Jillian Chong,
Caroline Mahony and Anna
Turpit, who each had a goal
apiece.
The Gaels and the Aztecs
stayed pretty even in the score

throughout the game, with the
score being tied five times during the game. With 1: 12 left on
the clock, Minarovich scored her
second goal of the game, putting
the Gaels only one goal behind,
but in the last minute they could
not make that final goal happen ,
and lost to the Aztecs.
On Sunday, Saint Mary's
faced Detroit Mercy, and came
out with their first win of the
season, 11-10.
The team was led by Juliet
Munroe and Jaclyn Biggers, who
both had a hat trick, with three
goals each. The Gaels took an
early lead in the game, with the
score 4-1, but the Detroit Mercy
Titans fought back and left the
score at 5-4 Gaels at half-time.
In the second half, the Titans

tied up the game twice, but
the Gaels continued to show
offensive force with the score
at 9- 7 with just over 12 minutes remaining. Saint Mary's
battled the Titans until the very
end, where Rachel Minarovich
scored with 57 seconds remaining. This wasn't enough, though;
the Gaels' defense had to work
hard, as the Titans scored two
quick goals leaving the score
11-10. With only 38 seconds left,
the defense, highlighted by goalkeeper Kathleen Worsdale, who
had 12 saves on Sunday, made
sure not to let in any more as the
Gaels captured their first win.
The team will head to Denver
next weekend to face Denver
University, Marist College and
Quinnipiac University.

WBBALL: Poor shots lead to loss
continued from page 8
from Saint Mary's while the
Gaels managed to cause only 14.
Although they lost, the Lady
Gaels' basketball program is
still rising. After the loss, coach

Paul Thomas said, "There are no
moral victories in our program
anymore. That was a couple
years ago, and we're deeply disappointed."

MTENNIS: Gaels to play Idaho at home March 9
continued from page 8
His strategy seemed to work as he
cruised to victory in the second
set6-2. Olivan
added, "I had
a solid forehand and
didn't make
any mistakes
on my backhand."
The Gaels'
number two
player Saad
Benkirane
struggled during his singles
match losing
in straight sets
3-6 and 2-6.
However, the
Gales had al-

singles points,
giving them four points out of a
possible seven.
Sherif Hamdy showed his tough-

ness winning his second set 6-0 after
dropping the first set 3-6. Because

the Gales already won the team
match, the third set was played as
a ten-point tiebreaker. Hamdy went

on to complete the comeback as he
won the tiebreaker and the match.
Freshman Samuel
Bloore won
the first set of
his match 6-3,
but dropped
the next two
sets 3-6 and
1-6, showing
his inexperience.
Although
the Gaels won
the day 5-2,
head coach
Michael Wayman seemed
unpleased
with the ener-

energy."
The Gaels, off their first winning
streak of the year, will face Idaho
on March 9 at home.

Courtesy of Gorby Lingad

Alex Carbone! and the rest of the women's basketball team won a close

game against Pepperdine on Friday in Las Vegas.

MBBALL: Gaels battle Bulldogs
continued from page 8

three, and has not won consecutive · 12-point loss in last year's game.
championship games since win- For complete coverage following
ning four straight from 2004-2007. Monday's game, visit smccolleThe Gaels will look to avenge their giansports. wordpress.com.

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Jackie Nared
Women's Basketball
Jackie Nared
scored 26 points in
a close loss to Gonzaga. She added 10
points and nine rebounds in a win over
Pepperdine.
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Lady Gaels
advance to
semi-finals
Women defeat Waves,
fall to rival Bulldogs
bv Simon Trvzna
Assistant Sports Editor

In a wild quarterfinal match
Friday between Pepperdine and
Saint Mary's, it was the Lady
Gaels that withstood the Waves'
shooting barrage, and made key
shots and free throws down the
stretch to win the close contest,
6 7-63. After a three-pointer by
Pepperdine's Kelsey Patrick tied
the game at 60 all with 2:20 left,
Jasmine Smith buried a threepointer to give the Gaels a threepoint edge with 1:57 left. With
the Waves down one, Lauren
Bell, who was hot all game, had
a midrange jumper that rattled in
and out. After an ensuing foul,
Jackie N ared converted one of
her two free throws to extend the
Gaels' lead to two with 59.5 seconds remaining. After each team
made one more free throw, Pepperdine 's Skye Barnett missed
a shot that would have tied the
game. Saint Mary's Danielle
Mauldin grabbed the rebound
and made both of her free throws
to give the Gaels a 67 -63 win. After the game she called it one of
the biggest rebounds of her life.
One big factor in the Gaels
win was their performance from
beyond the arc. Saint Mary's shot
56.3 percent from the three which
was countered by the strong
shooting performance from Pepperdine's Lauren Bell, who went
off for 30 points in the loss.
On Saturday, the Gaels got another crack at the Bulldogs with a
spot in the WCC Championship
Game on the line. Being the team
that snapped the Bulldogs' 34
wee game winning streak in
Spokane, and almost upsetting
them at home a few weeks later,
the Lady Gaels knew that unlike
previous years, this Bulldogs
team could be beaten. Despite
that, they knew they had to play
a perfect game to advance.
For most of the game the Gaels
were almost perfect. They shot
65.5 percent in the first half, and
with a late push tied the game at
70-70 late in the second half. But
that is where their magic ended.
Gonzaga used a 7-0 run to put the
game away and win 83-78.
While the Gaels came out on
fire in the first half, it was poor
shooting that eventually led to
their loss. After hitting six of
11 three-pointers, Saint Mary's
managed to make only one of
nine the rest of the game. They
shot 34. 5 percent total in the
second half.
Despite the cold shooting in
the second half, the Lady Gaels
remained in the game. What truly
hurt them was a large amount
of turnovers that was caused by
heavy press from the Bulldogs.
Gonzaga forced 22 turnovers
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Gaels battle it out
for tournament title
Men's basketball defeats USF, advances to fourth
straight championship game against rival Gonzaga

-Men's tennis
prevails over
Davis Aggies
Gaels achieve
back-to-back wins
bv Max Crowell & Michael McDonauh
Chief Photographer 0
Contributing Writer

play and the Gaels never looked
back.
After the game, Randy Bennett
had an accurate assessment, saying, "I thought they were really
focused and it took us a little bit
to get it going. Sometimes that
happens in a tournament. They
won two games and have momentum. It's do or die. We did a good
job not panicking and losing our
composure."
Combined with the Bulldogs'
win over BYU, the Gaels' win
sent Saint Mary's to their fourth
straight Gonzaga/Saint Mary's
WCC Championship Game. Gonzaga has won two of the previous

After a week of rain and cold,
the skies cleared and the sun finally
came out on Saturday for the Saint
Mary's College men's tennis match
against the UC Davis Aggies.
The Gaels (4-7), ranked 64 in the
country finally got their first backto-back wins of the season.
The Gaels were without one
of their best doubles players and
would-be number six singles player,
Gavin Leon. Leon recently suffered
a shoulder injury, but "should be
back by the next match," he said.
True freshman Samuel Bloore took
his number six spot in the singles
matches.
At the start of the day, three doubles matches commenced on courts
one, two, and three. Court three
showed some early chippyness as
players from both sides exchanged
words over an "out" call made by
Saint Mary's Sherif Hamdy. The
Davis player exclaimed, "Out! Out
what, Out of your reach?"
"That just made me more competitive," Hamdy added at the end
of the match. His doubles group
won8-4.
Court two showed some excitement when a player from UC Davis
barreled into the net, injuring his
wrist, and the net as well. Play was
stopped for fifteen minutes so both
the player and the net could receive
attention. The early stoppage did
not affect the Gales as they took
court two with an easy 8-4 victory.
The doubles match of the day
happened on court one, as the game
went back and forth throughout.
The Gael's twosome was comprised
of Steven Dawson-Roberts and
playing partner Joakim Norstrom.
Saint Mary's took the Aggies to a
deuce twice on the Aggies' serve,
but could not break until the thirteenth game. When asked about the
back-and-forth duel, Dawson-Roberts said, "I focused on serving and
the return-game. We were able to
break them in the end." The Gaels
finally broke the Aggies and ended
up winning the most competitive
doubles-match of the day 8-6.
The Gaels took the doubles point
and after a quick break, the singles
matches began.
Norstrom, thenumberfourman,
rode his momentum into the singles
match and handily defeated his
opponent in straight sets, 6-2 and
6-2. The Gaels' number five Seif
El Sherbini also eased his way to
a straight sets victory with 6-3 and
6-2 wins.
The Gaels' number one player
Maxime Olivan played a tight first
set but came out on top 7-5. "My
opponent liked when we _got into
a rhythm, so I changed the pace ·
of the game," explained Olivan.
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Brad Waldow helped lead the Gaels to an 83· 78 win over the University of San Francisco on Saturday.

bv Simon Trvzna
Assistant Sports Editor

One week after defeating the
University of San Francisco to
clinch the wee regular season
title outright, the Gaels' men's
basketball team continued its
supremacy over the Dons with an
inspired 83-78 win in the wee
tournament semifinal.
It was Saint Mary's fourteenth
straight win over their Bay Area
rivals, who proved to be no pushover, pushing the Gaels to the
brink in their third game in as
many days.
Saturday's· game wasn't always
in Saint Mary's favor. In fact, the

Gaels didn't have the lead for the
first 27 minutes as unorthodox
sophomore guard Cody Doolin,
who went off for 28 points in the
loss, kept firing away and leading
the Dons, who had a four-point
lead at half-time. "We came out
pretty sluggish in the first half and
we weren't defending the three real
well," said senior forward Clint
Steindl. "We talked about that at
halftime and made some changes
that helped us out a lot in the second half."
A Brad Waldow lay-up gave the
Gaels a 53-51 lead with just over 12
minutes left. The Gaels continued
to attack and dominate as a Rob
Jones layup gave Saint Mary's a
ten-point advantage with 5 :24 to

